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The innovative Marist mission in our
educational institutions – Message of the
Marist International Mission Commission

T

he third message of the Marist International Mission Commission draws
on the words of Marcellin Champagnat to address the topic of Marist
educational institutions: “How much good [we] could accomplish here
if there were a school!”. The reflection, made on behalf of the Commission,
comes from Frank Malloy, from Australia.
The message underlines that the “Marist educational project develops the
integral formation of children and young people allowing for an education
of academic quality and formation in values.” In addition, it realizes “that
the organization of a dynamic global network of the schools can provide an
effective model for innovation and improvement.”
Alguns tópicos da mensagem são:
■ Supporting a culture of innovation in education
■ Educating in this post-modern & post pandemic world
■ Journeying in education with new perspectives
■ Acting as a global educational family to pursue the new dreams for our
mission
■ Recommitting to the Vision of Saint Marcellin

general administration
■ The Education and Evangelisation Secretariat met on Monday with Brothers Luis Carlos, Vicar General, and Ben, General
Councillor, to follow up on the launching of the Marist Global
Schools Network.
■ On Monday, the Cmi Team met with the Board of Directors
of the CPVs Network. And on Tuesday, with the Regular Council and the General Council.
■ Br. Ernesto, Superior General, participated on Tuesday in
the webinar sponsored by the Province of Compostela on
eco2social awareness.
■ On Tuesdays and Thursdays, the Solidarity Secretariat
participates in the meeting of the reflection team of the Marist
International Solidarity Network.
■ The International Mission Commission is to meet on
Wednesday to discuss issues related to leadership, networks, emerging realities, education and mission sustainability.

■ On Thursday, the Cmi team will meet with the IT team in
Curitiba to follow up on the development of the Nexus app.
■ With the Solidarity Secretariat in attendance, the first meeting of the Coordination Group of the “Laudato Si’ Platform for
Action”, an initiative of the Vatican Dicastery for the Promotion
of Integral Human Development, will take place on Thursday.
■ Brothers Luis Carlos, Ben, Ken and Goyo will meet on
Friday with Br Kevin Wanden, representative of the Oceania
Region, to discuss our mission in the Region.
■ On the same day, Br Sylvain, General Councillor, will give a
conference on “St Joseph, Patron of the Institute” to the East
Asia Province.
■ On Friday, Brothers Ernesto and Carlos Huidobro will
participate in the launching of the Portuguese and Spanish
translations of the book “The adventure of the Marist Brothers
in China”, under the patronage of the Marist Patrimony Course
run by the three Brazilian Provinces, entitled Marist Hermitage.
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The International team, made up of Brothers and Laity, took
on the task of reflecting on the centrality of Marist mission
in today’s world. In January the first message was published: “The pandemic and our Marist mission”. Then, in
February the second: “Leadership and our Marist Mission”.

Each month, a member of the Commission will contribute a
new reflection.
Read here the full message: English | Español | Français |
Português

BRAZIL

LAVALLA200> COMMUNITY OF TABATINGA ON MISSION

T

he community is getting involved in different activities to
meet the needs of the city and the surrounding region,
following health and safety protocols that are quite strict
during the COVID-19 pandemic. “At the moment we are under
a number of restrictions that are preventing face-to-face ministry in general. As soon as health measures allow, we will be
initiating some ministries with personal contact as a community”, explains Br. Nilvo Favretto.
The Lavalla200> community of Tabatinga is currently formed
by Brothers Nilvo Luiz Favretto (Brazil) and Luke Fong (Fiji) and
Mario del Carmen Araya Olguín (Chile), a layman. They are
still waiting for the arrival of Mayra Lleana Gutiérrez Márquez
(Mexico).
Our activities fall broadly into four categories: being a significant presence among children and young people; formation
and training in parish and neighbourhood communities; support
for indigenous and riverine communities; care for our Common
Home.
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Training sessions are already being provided for neighbourhood
leaders, church communities and teachers, focusing on integral
development. In the indigenous and riverside communities in
the region, we hold forums for listening to the residents and
supporting them in matters related to securing their rights.
In general terms, the community’s focus is the care for our
Common Home. Through training and awareness-raising actions, the topic of integral ecology is being introduced, with an
eye to practical action.
Three countries (Brazil, Peru, Colombia) share a common
border in the Alto Solimões area. The twin cities – Tabatinga
(Brazil) and Leticia (Colombia) – are each 1000 kilometres
distant from the nearest road in their respective countries. The
area is home to many indigenous groups within the rainforests,
town dwellers, and mixed race people living along the rivers. In
addition, there are groups that illegally exploit natural resources
as well as others that are working to defend indigenous peoples
and biodiversity.
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SYRIA

LETTER FROM ALEPPO NO 41
EXACTLY 10 YEARS AGO, TO DATE….

T

en years ago, on March 15, 2011, the events began
in Syria. Very quickly, the protests degenerated into an
armed conflict.
The rebels said they wanted to establish a state of law, a
democratic state that would respect human rights and fight
corruption. Very quickly, everyone knew that these moderate
rebels were only extremist islamists (Daesh, Al Nosra and
similar groups); that they wanted to bring down the only secular
state in the region to turn it into an islamic State; that to bring
us more democracy and human rights, they were armed and
financed by the least progressive countries in the world, which
have neither democracy nor human rights; and were supported by Western countries who wanted to bring down the only
regime in the region that dared to say no to their hegemony
(after having getting rid of the Iraqi and Libyan leaders) and
they thought it would be easy, “a matter of a few weeks and
you’re done”.
10 years very hard and unbearable
From the Arab Spring so praised in the Western media, the
Syrians only saw a long winter (10 years) very hard and
unbearable, which destroyed the country, its infrastructure, its
archaeological heritage, its schools, its factories, its hospitals,

which killed more than 400,000 people, forced 5 million refugees to flee in neighboring countries, uprooted 8 million people,
the internally displaced, who no longer lived in their homes,
and pushed a million to migrate to Europe and other Western
countries.
For 10 years, we have been living through war; yes, 10 years,
longer than the 2 world wars of the last century: the suffering,
the bereavement, the poverty, the misery have become our
daily share, a daily life which is a nightmare….
The childhood of our children has been stolen, the dreams of
our teenagers have been vanished and the futures of our young
people no longer exist. And yet, before the events began, we
were living very well in a safe, stable, secular and prosperous
country; everything was not perfect, far from it; but no injustice,
no violation of human rights, no reform justifies destroying our
country and sacrificing generations of Syrians.
Although for a year now there has been hardly any fighting
in Syria, the lives of the Syrians are made of hardship and
suffering. We are living through an unparalleled economic crisis
caused by 10 years of war, the financial crisis in Lebanon and
the sanctions imposed by the USA and European countries.
The dollar is currently trading at 4,000 LS while it was 50 LS
17 I MARCH I 2021
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10 years ago and 1000 LS a year ago; the inflation is rampant,
the increase in the cost of living is dizzying; 70% of families live
below the poverty line and the majority needs food, hygiene and
medical aid from NGOs to survive. When we compare the prices
from last October, of the 10 most essential products, with their
prices on March 1, we see that they have increased by 70%
in 5 months while the income of the people has not budged;
people are getting poorer and can’t make ends meet.
Although my compatriots deserve the title of world champions
of resilience, they are at the end of their rope and want nothing
more than to live normally, like all the peoples of the world, and
with dignity.
Pandemic
The Covid19 pandemic has worsened an already bad enough
situation. In December-January, we suffered a second wave
of the disease. We, the Blue Marists, have paid a heavy price:
There were many cases among our volunteers or their parents,
and deaths too. We suffered a very big loss with the death of
the Marist Brother Georges Hakim, one of the pillars of the Blue
Marists, after spending 15 days under assisted ventilation in
intensive care unit; Margo, our eldest, spent ten days in the
hospital on oxygen. Leyla, my wife, in December and myself last
month, also contracted the disease. Thank God, we are now
fully recovered.
The Blue Marists: to live in compassion and to act in
solidarity
It is in this context of crisis and misery that we, the Blue
Marists, continue to live in compassion and to act in solidarity
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with the most deprived and the displaced.
From 2012 to 2018, we had, for 6 years, distributed monthly
food baskets to more than 1000 families to help them survive
during the dark years of war. We stopped this project in early
2019, convinced that it was time for the families to stop being
dependent on aid from NGOs and that they should live off their
labor. Unfortunately, the economic situation is currently so bad
that people are unable to make ends meet and have begged us
to help them again with the food parcels.
According to the latest data from the World Food Program,
“About 60% of the Syrian population does not have access
to sufficient, safe and nutritious food. Four and a half million
people fell into this category in 2020”.
We therefore resumed the distribution of monthly food parcels
to approximately 1,000 families last November. Each basket
worth $15 can be enough to feed a family of 4 for ten days and
is equivalent to 80% of the average monthly wage of a worker.
When we decided to stop the distribution of food baskets at the
end of 2018, considering that it was time for people to earn a
living with their own efforts, we had already for several years
started a program “micro-projects” to teach at our training center, MIT, young adults how to create their own businesses and
to finance the most viable projects. This is how, over the past 5
years, we have funded 188 micro-projects. We have also created a vocational training program, where we put young people
in apprenticeship with professionals to learn a trade: carpenter,
mechanic, electrician, plumber, hairdresser, etc. The aim of
these 2 programs, micro-projects and vocational training, is to
create jobs and to enable young people to live off their work
and not think about immigration or “begging” from NGOs.
Our “Sharing Bread” project continues to provide a daily hot
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meal to 190 very old people who live alone; meals cooked in
our premises by 10 ladies and distributed every day between
1 p.m. and 2 p.m. by about twenty of our volunteers. Our visits
to these people revealed that some also needed help with
cleaning, bathing, changing the diaper or taking their medication. “sharing bread” now has a child: the project “Care for the
elderly” which takes care of these different needs.
The volunteers from the Colibri project continue to take care of
the displaced in Al Shahba camp located 40 km from Aleppo. Our twice a week visits to the camp allow us to organize
educational activities for children and adolescents, to treat the
sick and to distribute food, hygiene products and all that is
necessary to make the life of these displaced families a little bit
easier. The children’s joy when we arrive at camp is matched
only by their parents’ gratitude to us.
Our educational projects for children aged 3 to 6 “I want to
learn” and “Learn to Grow” have resumed their activities at full
speed after several interruptions due to the pandemic; interruptions used by instructors to reassess programs and do some
trainings.
SEEDS, with its 25 volunteers, pursues its objective of psychological support for children, adolescents and adults with its 3
different programs.
Heartmade continues to create marvelous unique pieces for
women, by recycling old clothes or leftover fabrics.
Cut and Sew to teach sewing to young girls and mothers, Hope
to teach English, Women’s Development program to provide a
space for conviviality and training for women and Drop of Milk
to give their monthly milk ration to children and infants, are
pursuing their goals. We also continue to house the displaced
and treat the sick who cannot afford it.
Since the start of the conflict 10 years ago, we, the Blue
Marists, have been trying our best to alleviate suffering, to allow
families to live in dignity, to develop the person, to find work
for people, to sow hope, to work for the reconciliation and to
prepare for Peace. However, the Syrians are tired of waiting to
see the end of the tunnel and to be able to live normally. Ten
years is enough, too long.

medications, medical equipment, or food. Pure hypocrisy: if the
bank accounts of all Syrians are frozen and a Syrian citizen,
any one, cannot carry out financial transactions, for example
transfers, how can one buy the exempted products? If you know
of any western companies that are willing to provide us with
free products, we are takers. And since a lot of products are
smuggled from Turkey or Lebanon, they are sold on the black
market, at exorbitant prices, impoverishing the population and
enriching the profiteers of the war, which is the opposite of the
excuses and motives of those who decreed the sanctions.
As if that was not enough, the Americans made the situation
worse with the “Caesar” law, which sanctions any company in
the world that does business with Syria.
These sanctions constitute a form of collective punishment
against a civilian population. This is qualified as a crime against
humanity by the Geneva convention. They have the impact of
causing the civilian population to suffer and have no effect on
ending the war or advancing towards a political solution to the
conflict.
For years, we have worked with various friendly parties to call
for the sanctions to be lifted. Recently, with our Swiss, French
and English friends, we wrote an open letter to President Biden
on the occasion of his inauguration on January 20, asking him
to lift the sanctions against the Syrian population. Similar letters
were sent to President Macron, Chancellor Merkel, Prime Minister Johnson and the President of Switzerland.
These letters were signed by 95 eminent personalities: three
Patriarchs, two ex-Archbishops of Canterbury, senators, members of the House of Lords, deputes, bishops, mayors, former
ambassadors and NGO directors. Then, these letters were
disseminated in the media. We believe that they could help to
redefine the strategy of the various actors present in the Syrian
conflict and to abandon the inhuman and illegal sanctions.
In support of the letters, we have also launched an online petition and we ask all our friends to sign it to call for the lifting of
the sanctions which inflict suffering on the civilian population of
Syria. Signing it will only take 30 seconds by going to the site:
http://chng.it/2mbTFzm2Dp

The lifting of the sanctions
We demand, in the short term, the lifting of the sanctions
imposed by the USA and the European Union and in the medium term, the establishment of a peace which should be the
outcome of a dialogue between Syrians.
Strangled by unjust and illegal European and American sanctions, the economy does not ignite. The sanctions, they say,
spare humanitarian assistance. They prevent the trade and
import of products, block all financial transactions by all Syrian
citizens and prohibit all reconstruction projects. Cynically,
European officials claim that the sanctions are targeted and
only target those in power and war profiteers and do not affect

“All Brothers”
Pope Francis has just completed a historic visit to Iraq which,
like its neighbor Syria, has paid a high price for an invasion,
occupation and partition organized, under a false pretext, by
these very people who impose sanctions and teach others
about Human Rights. Pope Francis keeps repeating that we are
“All Brothers”. May it be heard by those who treat Syria and the
Syrians as enemies.
Dr. Nabil Antaki
For the Blue Marists of Aleppo
March 15th, 2021
17 I MARCH I 2021
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AMÉRICA SUR

THE REGION PUBLISHES THE MARIST
INITIAL FORMATION PLAN

A

fter more than four years of intense work, the South
America Region published in mid-January the Marist
Initial Formation Plan. The document aims to be an official guide for the communities of the five Provinces that make
up the Region: Brasil Centro-Norte, Brasil Sul-Amazônia, Brasil
Centro-Sul, Cruz del Sur y Santa María de los Andes.
Approved by the Regional Council, the Formation Plan is the
result of an exhaustive work carried out by a team of brothers
appointed by the Regional Council for this purpose. The contribution of several Brothers, lay people and novices who have
collaborated with their opinions and suggestions should also be
highlighted.
This Plan describes the three great formative cycles or paths
foreseen in the Code of Canon Law and the Marist Constitutions: the Pre-novitiate, the Novitiate and the Post-novitiate. In
addition, the previous stage of Vocation Promotion has been
added.
This document has been elaborated in various stages: The
Global Perspective and Novitiate Plan (approved by the Brothers
Provincial in October 2016); Pre-novitiate Plan (approved by the
Provincials in February 2018); and the Post-Novitiate Plan (approved in October 2018). And in August 2020, the first version

of the Formation Plan was finalised.
“This document is also addressed to all Brothers in temporary
and perpetual profession. It is not only a pedagogical and
working tool, but a means to continually take up our own path,
as consecrated Marists”, mentioned Brother Inacio Nestor
Etges, President of the Regional Council of South America, at
the presentation of the Formation Plan.
Download the Marist Initial Formation Plan: Español | Português

SPAIN

THE MARIST SCHOOL OF LEÓN WILL FINANCE 131
SCHOLARSHIPS IN HONDURAS, EL SALVADOR AND ZAMBIA

T

he Marist School San José, León – Spain, of the Province
of Compostela, has managed to raise more than 19,000
euros which will be used to finance 131 school scholarships for the benefit of children in Honduras, El Salvador and
Zambia.
The initial objective was to finance 60 schoolchildren in a week
of solidarity, but the joint work of the people involved doubled
expectations. “We started this challenge with uncertainty about
the results. We had never planned a Crowdfunding campaign,
the activities had always been face-to-face… but it has turned
out to be a success and this success belongs to the entire educational community of Maristas San José,” reads the school’s
website.
The Solidarity Team of the Marist School is grateful for the
collaboration of all the students and their families, school staff,
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collaborating companies, the foundation “My grain of sand”,
volunteers who gave their testimony in the tutorials and the
NGO SED.
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ARGENTINA

GRAM EDITORA CELEBRATED 100 YEARS OF LIFE
IN THE PROVINCIAL HOUSE OF CRUZ DEL SUR

I

n a context of care and in compliance with the protocols in
force due to the pandemic, the Provincial House in Buenos
Aires celebrated its centenary together with GRAM Editora
on the first of March.
The director of the publishing house, Brother Agustín
Martínez Marcos, thanked all those present and the staff
of GRAM for their work and dedication in these challenging
times. He also mentioned those who had been part of the
history of the publishing house during these 100 years,
emphasising his admiration for
the work of the Marist Brothers,
always characterised by love,
kindness, commitment and a
vocation to service.

global Marist family and to be beacons of hope in this turbulent world”.
Presentation of “100 years of history”
Prior to the moment of spiritual celebration, the GRAM team
presented the digital publication “100 years of history“, a
timeline that invites us to retrace the path of the 100 years
of the publishing house with images and information on the
most outstanding events and undertakings of the centenary.

Greetings from Br. Ernesto
Sanchez, Superior General
In an intimate and emotionally
charged ceremony, the Superior
General of the Marist Institute
sent his greetings from Rome.
In it he greeted GRAM Editora
on its 100th anniversary and
highlighted its importance in the
project of the Marist Institute,
whose call from the General
Chapter invites us to “walk as a

International Forum
on the Lay Marist Vocation
On this Friday, the feast day of St. Joseph, an extended process will begin with the aim of deepening the
understanding of our Marist vocation, with a special emphasis on the lay Marist vocation. A video, with
messages from the Superior General, Brother Ernesto Sánchez, and the Director of the Secretariat of the
Laity, Raúl Amaya, will feature in the opening of this process, which will conclude in November 2024.
All relevant information will be available on the Institute’s website:

17 I MARCH I 2021
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GENERAL HOUSE COMMUNITY

WEEKEND OF RETREAT AND RELAXATION
The General House Community spent the last weekend (March 5-7) in Manziana for some days of retreat and relaxation.
In Rome, EUR, there are two communities living at the same house. One is the General Council Community which has 11 brothers
now. Another one is the General House Community. It is composed of brothers who are at the service of the General Administration,
i.e., those in the secretariats and the different offices and projects/initiatives, and those with special functions, as well as university students – 2 brothers and the 2 chaplains. All in all, there are 17 brothers and 2 priests, representing 12 countries and 13
administrative units.
Below is the text of Brother Lindley Sionosa, Assistant Director of the Brothers Today Secretariat, about the days spent in Manziana.
Sharing our Story
In October last year, we went to the same
house to develop our Community Life
Project. While we were able to do just
that, I remembered saying at one point
that I missed the part where we should
have introduced ourselves to each other.
At that time, my argument was, if we
were to build community, we should at
least get to know each other first.
This reasoning, I admit, is a product of
my years as formator – 5 in the pre-novitiate and 6 in the novitiate. The process
of coming up with a Community Life Plan, as we call it in the
Philippines, always took several days, three or four days, to be
precise, depending on the number of formands. The first part,
which could and should take time, is the telling of and listening
to one another´s story. While we may not remember everything,
more so get to know fully in one sitting our companions on the
journey, there is great value in this first step in the sharing of
life and in building a home.
We could only do this, though, in the formation houses, as
we had the luxury of time. The apostolic communities, again
speaking of the Philippines, is in an altogether different sphere.
The quickest was to have everything “copy-pasted” (including
the date and the names of the members from the previous
year).
Now back to my present community. I am happy that we went
to Manziana for this weekend. Thanks to our community leader,
Antonio and the community council composed of Ángel, Chuchi
and Javier. For me, it was redemption; the concern that I voiced
out previously was addressed.
Our first session on the evening of Friday was a sharing of life
stories. We listened to each one as he talked about his family
and vocation journey and related how he “ended up” in Rome.
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For some brothers, as they themselves proclaimed, it was the
first time that a sharing like this, in a community like ours, has
ever taken place. For me, it was a wonderful opportunity to
learn more and thus appreciate the men who are now family to
me.
The first part of Saturday morning was the continuation of the
sharing of stories. The rest was a dynamic of reflecting on our
Community Life Project and finding ways to improve it. The
afternoon was reserved for personal use. We gathered again for
the anticipated Sunday Mass at 6:45 and shared a nice dinner
afterwards.
On Sunday, most of us went for outing, in different groups and
to different places, two of which were Civitavecchia and the
Necropoli di Cerveteri. Lunch was in celebration of the birthday
of Joaquim Esperandio, one of the four brothers in Manziana
community. We returned to the General House in the afternoon.
Thank you very much, Joe, Antonio, Teofilo and Joaquim, members of the Manziana’s community, for receiving us. The only
regret I have is that two of our community members (we are
all 19) were not able to be with us because of Covid-19 health
protocols. I hope that the next time, we will be there 100%.
Br. Lindley Sionosa
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marist world
SPAIN: RENEWAL OF THE VOWS OF BR. RUI
PIRES, VALLADOLID

VIETNAM: MARIST DISTRICT OF ASIA

CANADA: JEUNESSE MARISTE – PYM

NEW ZEALAND: ST PAUL’S COLLEGE, AUCKLAND

SPAIN: MARISTAS SAN JOSÉ DEL PARQUE –
PROMOTION OF VOLUNTEERING

GREECE: LEONTEOS SCHOOL DI NEA SMYRNI –
BENEFACTION

SPAIN

THE PROVINCE OF COMPOSTELA HOLDS
A WEBINAR TO RAISE ECO-SOCIAL AWARENESS

W

ith the aim of developing eco-social awareness, the
Marist Province of Compostela held a webinar on 16th
March entitled “Towards an integral ecology”, with the
participation of Br. Ernesto Sánchez, Superior General of the
Institute, Leonardo Boff, philosopher and theologian, and José
Eizaguirre.
The presentation of the Eco2Social Framework was
part of the Province’s Strategic Plan and is in line
with the call of the XXII General Chapter, which
calls all Marists to care for our common home.
The ecological initiative seeks to create eco2social awareness from an inclusive and Christian
perspective that promotes solidarity, responsible
consumption and sustainability in order to build
together, as a global family, a better world.
In addition to the Superior General, who opened the
webinar, also took part Leonardo Boff, theologian,
philosopher and ecology expert who participated

in the constitution of “The Earth Charter” and is the author of
“An Integral Ecology. For a sustainable eco-education”. Among
the panelists was also José Eizaguirre, Spanish advocate of
ecology, consumption and alternative lifestyles.
Watch it: https://youtu.be/k43kjFEiAmY
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SOUTH KOREA

50TH YEAR OF MARIST PRESENCE IN KOREA

T

his year of 2021, the Brothers in Korea are celebrating
the 50th year of Marist presence in the country. One
of the activities organized for the commemoration is a
pilgrimage of an image of our Good Mother around the houses
of relatives, friends, and benefactors of the Brothers. Such
pilgrimage started during the first week of January.
The first four Brothers (Mexicans) arrived in Korea on September 13rd 1971. They were Br. Enrique Ruiz, leader of the
community, Br. Jesús Rodriguez, Br. Sergio Gutiérrez and Br.
Manuel Villarreal. Another group of four Brothers came in 1972,
to complete the founding Marist community. Br. Héctor Villarreal, Br. Eduardo Ramirez, Br. Ricardo Piña and Br. Juan Castro,
formed this second group.
After the second year in the country, the Brothers received the
first aspirants who started to live with the Brothers. The present
Korea Sector house was bought in 1974 in order to accommodate the increasing number of Korean aspirants who joined the
Brothers in this new project to continue the dream of Marcellin
in the Land of the Morning Calm.
At present, there are 5 communities in Korea. Two of them are
in Seoul, one in Ansan, a fourth in Chungju and the fifth is in
Jechon.
Br. Alfredo Herrera, from the Japan-Korea Sector, lists a summary of each community below:
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The two communities in Seoul
Here we have two communities and we carry out various
activities. One of them functions as the Korea-Japan Sector
House. Of the two communities in Seoul (which are on the
same property) one functions as the central house of the
Korea-Japan Sector where, in addition to the Sector Co-ordinator, Brothers of different ages reside and are involved
in different ministries. Among them we also have a Brother
in temporary vows who is doing various studies. The other
community in Seoul has the task of administering and running
the Marist Educational Centre, where many groups come for
seminars, workshops, retreats, meetings, and a wide variety
of other programmes. On our property in Seoul, we also offer
counselling services to young people, religious and seminarians on request. Some are groups of catechists from various
parishes and dioceses; youth from parish groups; children
from catechetical groups from various parishes; liturgical
groups; students from Catholic universities who come for a
retreat or other programme; nursing students or professional
nurses; parish groups (Marian Legion, Franciscan Tertiaries,
etc.) for a day of retreat or another programme. Brothers
Timothy Song and Damaso Jeon are in charge of the maintenance of the house.
In the “Centre for local children” (literal translation of the name)
children and teenagers from the area or nearby areas reinforce
their academic studies in the afternoons, play games and
socialise with other children or young people of their age. In
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addition, some cultural and
recreational activities are
provided (visits to recreational parks, factories,
tourist sites).
Within the Sector building
(residence of one of the
communities in Seoul)
there is a Psychological
Counseling Centre called
“BOM-GIL” (Spring Road)
where Brother John
Vianney offers his service
to adolescents and young
adults who ask for help
in this line. The brother
has been certified as a
counselling specialist by
both the Korean Counselling Therapy Association
and the Catholic Counselling Association. During the year he
sees about 45 people with a total of about 150 sessions. In the
same building, Br. Alfredo offers a vocational accompaniment
service to young religious men and women in formation and to
other religious women and priests who ask for this accompaniment.
The Ansan Community
It is the aspirancy-postulancy house of the sector, although
we do not have any candidates at present. The Brothers who
live there have various roles on behalf of the Sector as well as
doing vocation promotion work”.
The Chungju community
The community in Chungju is more than 30 years old. A building was built there as a residence for children and adolescents
at risk for various reasons (orphanage, abandonment, petty
delinquency…). In 2004 the institution was transformed into
a residence for boys with a certain mental deficiency. At the
beginning of 2017, it changed its name again to Truly Pleasant
Home (“Ch’am Choun Chib”) with young people with severe
mental deficiency as residents. This place is run by Bros. Laurencio Park, as director and Paul Won in charge of the maintenance of the house, plus 34 other people (including cooks,
nurse, clerks, therapists, driver, etc.) dedicated to the personal
care of the residents who are currently about 30.
In addition to this residential institution, within the Chungju
property there is also the Marist Sheltered Workshop. This
workshop, which has existed since the beginning of this house
in Chungju (to initiate the boys in some trades) and whose

nature has been changing as the working capacities of the
residents have changed, has become in the last 15 years a
work-employment centre where the graduates of our residential
facility can earn a living in an environment suitable for them
(hence the qualifier “sheltered” in the name of the centre) and
doing work that is within the range of their intellectual capacity.
At present there are about 30 boys between those who are
temporarily trained and those who are permanent employees
of the workshop. Besides Bro. Moses, Mr. Ju Bom Kim and the
Director, there are 8 other people employed at this place.
The community of Jechon
By now the Marist Eco-spiritual Center at this site is undergoing a transformation. The place has been and continues
to be used for individual and small group retreats. The
tranquility of the place favours these moments of solitude
and prayer in nature. The Ecological Centre was gradually
developed through the hard work of Brother John Oh. Wild
flowers were planted, several domestic animals were obtained (some dogs, many hens, ducks, birds, some lambs),
vegetables were planted, a small garden was made, and in
the river that runs alongside the house and descends from
the mountain, a small natural “swimming pool” was adapted, which has been the delight of children and young people
who come during the summer. All these facilities, as well as
the surrounding mountains, have been used in the ecological awareness and care programmes in which different
groups of children, young people and young adults have
come into contact with nature, have learned to appreciate
and care for it while gaining greater awareness of their own
person and the environment in which they live.
17 I MARCH I 2021
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4TH MEETING OF THE INTERNATIONAL COMMISSION
FOR THE REVISION OF THE FORMATION GUIDE

T

he International Commission for
the Revision of the Formation
Guide continues with the work
for which it was mandated. On March
3, they had their 4th online meeting,
where the main agenda was to listen
to the reports of the two sub-groups
who where tasked to reflect on distinct
topics. These groups were formed
during the 3rd meeting on January
26; the English-speaking group dealt
with “Contents” of the Formation Guide
and the Spanish-speaking group,
“Process”, which refers to the possible
steps and stages in the work of the
Commission.
The group “Process” had a separate
meeting on February 14; while the group
“Contents” came together on February

24. Each group then prepared a summary which was shared during the March 3
meeting. Afterwards the members were
sent to the breakout rooms to deepen
what they have heard from the presentations.
The need for a vision
One of the main issues that surfaced
during this recent meeting was the need
for a vision. The English-speaking group
calls it Concept Design and the Spanish-speaking group refers to it as the
Horizon. In essence, it is the response
to the basic questions: How do we see
Marist life today and in the future? What
kind of formation then are we going to
offer?
The Brothers Today, for its part, after

having evaluated the first three meetings, came up with the idea that the
Commission should think of itself and its
work not so much in terms of producing a Revised Formation Guide. Rather,
the direction is more towards a New
Formation Guide. This paradigm shift,
the Secretariat believes, will have a great
influence on how the Commission should
proceed. Hence, as far as the members
are concerned, they are the International Commission for the New Formation
Guide.
The next meeting of the commission
will be on April 14. In the meantime, the
Secretariat of Brothers Today is working
on the synthesis of all that has been discussed so far. Things are indeed moving
forward.
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